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“Forming” is a stage in resistive switching (RS) devices that occurs before switching

and represents an important physical phenomenon in the universal operating mecha-

nism of such devices. Forming in a resistance change material appears to be a kind

of dielectric breakdown. In this study, we performed time-dependent forming (TDF)

characterization of Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells with TiO2 layers of different

crystallinities and oxygen compositions. We prepared two samples in which the grain

boundary density and the density of oxygen vacancies differ, while both the TiO2

layers exhibited the similar crystal structures. Our results reveal that the Weibull slope

and variation of time to forming are determined by the deposition method of the Pt

bottom electrode (BE) films. Moreover, the initial cell resistance and distribution of

the TDF characteristics depend not only on the crystallinity but also on the oxygen

composition of the TiO2 layers. The variation of time to forming increases as the

distribution of initial resistance is reduced in Pt/NiO/Pt resistive switching cells with

different NiO crystallinities. Conversely, the variation of time to forming decreases as

the distribution of the initial resistance is reduced in the case of the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells.

These results reflect differences in both the grain boundary density (crystallinity) and

the density of oxygen vacancies (oxygen composition) of resistance change mate-

rials used in the resistive switching cells. The clear difference of crystallinities and

oxygen compositions might originate from differences in the oxide deposition mode

during reactive sputtering. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where oth-

erwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5060639

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, resistive random access memories (ReRAMs)1–3 have attracted attention as a

candidate for next-generation nonvolatile memory devices. ReRAM can be easily integrated with

current technologies owing to its simple structure featuring a transition metal oxide (TMO) as the

resistance change material sandwiched between two metallic electrodes. Various resistance change

materials have been reported in binary-TMO devices, such as NiO,4–7 TiO2,8–10 Ta2O5,11–13 and

HfO2.14–16 ReRAM also has attractive features, such as fast operation, low power consumption, and

compatibility with complementary metal-oxide semiconductor devices. Thus, ReRAM devices are

widely applied as memory resistors17 and in neuromorphic applications. Resistive switching (RS)

phenomenon in binary-TMO-based ReRAM has been intensively investigated, and a filament model

is widely accepted to explain this phenomenon.18 According to this model, forming is considered to

be a stage during which a conductive filament forms by a kind of dielectric breakdown of a pristine cell

under electric stress. Although forming is a crucial process for elucidating the universal mechanism of

RS phenomenon, the filament model is only qualitative and it remains unclear where the conductive

filament is created.
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In our previous work, we analyzed the conductive filament of a NiO thin film in a Pt/NiO/Pt cell.

The results suggested that oxygen vacancy (VO) segregation at grain boundaries in the NiO thin film

is one of the main physical origins of conductive filaments,19,20 and that distributions of the grain

boundaries in resistive switching materials depend on NiO crystallinity.21 Thus, a deposition method

of the Pt bottom electrode (BE) layer not only affects the crystallinity of the Pt BE layers but also

that of the NiO thin films. We confirmed that the differences in crystallinities of the bottom electrode

caused differences in the electrical properties of the Pt/NiO/Pt cells, including the time-dependent

forming (TDF) characteristics.21

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been examined extensively because it has many applications, such

as photocatalysts, powder pigments, antibacterial agents, as well as resistance change materials,

where it shows both unipolar and bipolar RS characteristics. In addition, TiO2 is one of the most

promising switching materials of ReRAM cells because of satisfactory RS characteristics and a high

compatibility with conventional production lines.9,22,23 TiO2 was also suggested as the material of

memristors.22 To induce RS phenomenon in TiO2–based ReRAM cells, the formation of a conduc-

tive filament including the Vos or composed of TinO2n-1 (Magneli phase) is required.24 Although

a few papers have reported on the electrical properties of resistive switching cells with some TiO2

crystallinities,24,25 it remains unclear how conductive filaments are formed at grain boundaries in a

TiO2 layer. In this study, we investigate the effects of crystallinity and oxygen composition of TiO2

layers on the initial electrical characteristics of Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells. We experimen-

tally compared the effects of TiO2 crystallinity in Pt/TiO2/Pt cells with those in the case of Pt/NiO/Pt

cells. Moreover, we discuss the difference of forming characteristics, such as the variation of time to

forming tform based on the observed phenomena in Pt/TiO2/Pt and Pt/NiO/Pt cells.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells were fabricated as follows. First, a Ti thin film as an adhesive

and a Pt layer as a bottom electrode (BE) were deposited on a SiO2 (200 nm)/Si substrate by either dc

sputtering (SP) or electron beam (EB) evaporation. The thickness of the Pt BE layers was 25-70 nm.

Next, a TiO2 layer as a resistive switching layer was deposited on the BE layer by radio-frequency (rf)

reactive sputtering in an Ar and O2 gas mixture with the use of a metal Ti target. The Ar and O2 gas

flow rates were 10.0 and 1.0 sccm, respectively. The total pressure and substrate temperature during

TiO2 sputtering were held at 0.675 Pa and room temperature, respectively. The thickness of the TiO2

layers was in the range of 30 to 50 nm for the resistive switching cells and over 100 nm for structural

analyses. Pt films as top electrodes (TEs) with a circular shape and diameters of 100-200 µm were

deposited on the TiO2 layer by EB evaporation through a metal shadow mask. The thickness of the Pt

TE films was approximately 25 nm. In the following, we refer to samples with Pt/TiO2/Pt cells based

on Pt BE films deposited by either dc sputtering or EB evaporation as “SP-Pt samples” or “EB-Pt

samples”, respectively.

Figure 1 shows typical atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the TiO2 and Pt BE layers of

both the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples. The thickness of the Pt BE of the SP-Pt sample was 60 nm and

that of the EB-Pt samples was either 70 or 25 nm (the latter is designated here as the thinner EB-Pt

sample). The thickness of TiO2 was approximately 30 nm. A root-mean-square (RMS) roughness

value from a scan area of 0.5 µm × 0.5 µm was used as an index for the sample surface roughness.

Typical roughness values are summarized in Table I. The roughness value of the Pt BE surface of the

EB-Pt sample was greater than that of the SP-Pt sample. Conversely, the Pt BE roughness value of

the thinner EB-Pt sample was smaller than that of the EB-Pt sample. Although the thickness of the

TiO2 layers was almost the same, the roughnesses of both the Pt BE and the TiO2 surface increased

as the thickness of the Pt BE layer became larger. Thus, the TiO2 surface basically reflected the Pt

BE surface and the different deposition methods for the Pt BE layer induced differences on the TiO2

surface. This result is similar to our previous results that the NiO surface reflects the Pt BE surface

in the Pt/NiO/Pt resistive switching cells.21

In all of electrical measurements, a Pt BE was grounded and the positive or negative voltage was

applied to a Pt TE. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics and the time to forming (tfom) of Pt/TiO2/Pt

cells in the initial state were measured in a voltage sweep mode and under a constant voltage using a
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FIG. 1. AFM images of TiO2 layers with a thickness of approximately 30 nm and Pt BE layers of the (a) SP-Pt sample and

(b) the EB-Pt samples and (c) thinner EB-Pt sample. Thicknesses of the Pt BE layers are (b) 70 nm and (c) 25 nm.

TABLE I. Typical RMS roughness values of Pt BE and TiO2 layers of SP-Pt sample, EB-Pt sample, and thinner EB-Pt sample.

RMS roughness SP-Pt sample EB-Pt sample thinner EB-Pt sample

Pt BE layer 0.50 nm 0.64 nm 0.34 nm

TiO2 layer 0.93 nm 1.32 nm 1.05 nm

Keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer at room temperature, respectively. After forming,

we confirmed that almost all the cells in both samples showed repeated RS characteristics.

We measured X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the SP-Pt samples and EB-Pt samples to

examine the TiO2 crystallinity. In our previous work, we confirmed that Pt BE layers deposited

by sputtering preferentially orient to the [111] direction and that (111) and (200) diffraction peaks

appear from the Pt BE layers deposited by EB evaporation.21 We also confirmed differences in the

crystallinity of Pt BE deposited by different methods through out-of-plane XRD measurement in

the SP-Pt samples and the EB-Pt samples.21 We performed in-plane XRD measurements, irradiating

both samples with X-ray at a small incident angle because the intensities of the diffraction peaks

from polycrystalline thin films in out-of-plane XRD measurements were weak. The incident angle

was set to the 0.3◦ in this study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. TiO2 crystallinity

The in-plane XRD curves of the Pt and TiO2 layers in the SP-Pt sample and the EB-Pt sample

are shown Figure 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Although the SP-Pt sample was expected to exhibit

only a (220) diffraction peak from the Pt BE layers, corresponding to the [11̄0] plane perpendicular

to the [111] preferential orientation, additional diffraction peaks from (111), (200), and (311) were

detected as shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus, the in-plane XRD measurements showed that the SP-Pt sample

contained Pt TE layers and additional peaks derived from the polycrystalline Pt TE layers with an
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FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction curves of (a) the SP-Pt samples and (b) the EB-Pt samples. X-ray wavelength is 0.1540562 nm

(Cu Kα1).

almost random orientation. Moreover, the diffraction peaks from the TiO2 layers in both samples

revealed that the crystalline structures of the TiO2 layers in both samples were mainly rutile-type

polycrystals. Here, the integrated intensity ratio of the rutile-type TiO2 (101) to (310) diffraction peaks

in the SP-Pt sample was more than twice as high as that of the EB-Pt sample. The EB-Pt sample

peak ratio was very similar to that of powdered TiO2 with randomly oriented crystallites. Moreover,

we estimated the grain size from full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rutile-type TiO2 (101)

diffraction peaks by using the Scherrer equation. The FWHM is 1.0 degree in the EB-Pt sample and

1.3 degree in the SP-Pt sample. Although the estimated grain size of TiO2 in the EB-Pt sample is

a bit larger than that in the SP-Pt sample, the in-plane orientation of the rutile-type TiO2 (101) in

the SP-Pt sample was greater, and the EB-Pt sample included an anatase-type TiO2 component, as

shown in Fig. 2(b). These results indicate that the TiO2 crystallinity of the SP-Pt sample was better

than that of the EB-Pt sample. Therefore, the crystal orientation of the TiO2 layers strongly depends

on the deposition method of the lower Pt BE layers. In our previous study, we also observed that

the crystallinity of NiO thin films depends on the crystallinity of Pt BE in the Pt/NiO/Pt resistive

switching cells.21

Typical cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of the SP-Pt sample

and EB-Pt sample with a TiO2 thickness of more than 100 nm are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),

respectively. Although the TiO2 layers of both samples consisted of granules near the TiO2/Pt BE

interface, the crystallinity of the TiO2 layer in the SP-Pt sample appeared to be better than that in

the EB-Pt sample, particularly at the region far from the interface. Selected area electron diffraction

(SAED) images taken from the area in Fig. 3(a) showed TiO2 at a distance of approximately 60 nm

from the TiO2/Pt interface and the area in TiO2 near the interface in the EB-Pt sample (Fig. 4). Thus,

the EB-Pt sample in Fig. 4(b) exhibits more diffraction spots based on different crystalline phases

than does SP-Pt sample Fig. 4(a). As a result, at greater distances from the TiO2/Pt interface, the

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) SP-Pt samples and (b) EB-Pt samples.
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FIG. 4. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of (a) an area of TiO2 at a distance approximately 60 nm from the

TiO2/Pt interface and (b) an area of TiO2 near the interface of the EB-Pt sample. Several diffraction spots of d1, d2, and d3

indicates rutile-type TiO2 (110), (101), and (310), respectively.

crystallinity of the TiO2 layer becomes better, which suggests that the influence of crystal orientation

of the Pt BE on the crystallinity of the TiO2 layer decreased gradually during deposition. Note that

the difference of the crystallinity of the TiO2 layer along the thickness direction is not an important

factor for the Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells because the TiO2 layers are sufficiently thin. Rather

the crystallinity depends on the deposition method of the Pt BE layers as described above.

B. Initial forming characteristics

Figure 5 shows typical I-V characteristics in the initial state obtained by a voltage sweep of the

Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells in the SP-Pt sample and the EB-Pt sample with a TiO2 thickness of

30 nm. The current compliance (Icomp) was set to be 10 mA to prevent catastrophic breakdown of the

cells at forming. The voltage drop backs in the plot mean occurrence of forming. Although variation

of forming characteristics among the cells in the same sample was large, the forming voltage of the

cells based on the SP-Pt sample was clearly larger than that of the EB-Pt sample. The distributions

of initial cell resistance at 1 V (Rini) for the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples with different TiO2 thickness

are shown in Fig. 6. In the case of a TiO2 thickness of 30 nm, the ranges of Rini in the SP-Pt and

EB-Pt samples were 40-350 GΩ and 0.1 MΩ-2 GΩ, respectively. This result indicates that the Rini

values in the SP-Pt sample are greater than those in the EB-Pt sample. Furthermore, the variation

of Rini in the SP-Pt sample is much smaller than that in the EB-Pt sample. Conversely, the range of

forming voltage (Vform) values in the SP-Pt sample was 5-9.3 V, whereas that in the EB-Pt sample

was 2.7-5.1 V. We found similar tendencies for the forming characteristics in samples with the other

TiO2 thicknesses. As a result, the variation of Vform did not affect that of Rini although Vform tended

to increase with increase in Rini.

We measured the time to forming (tform) of the cells under a constant VS and Icomp of 10 mA.

Figure 7 shows the typical current-time (I-t) characteristics in the SP-Pt sample and the EB-Pt sample

FIG. 5. Typical current-voltage curves in the SP-Pt and EB-Pt sample with a TiO2 thickness of 30 nm.
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FIG. 6. TiO2 thickness dependence of initial resistance at 1 V (Rini) in the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples.

FIG. 7. Typical current-time curves of the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples with a TiO2 thickness of 35 nm under constant voltages

of 6.6 and 4.2 V, respectively.

with a TiO2 thickness of 35 nm under VS = 6.6 and 4.2 V, respectively. Here, we regard tform as the

time to reach Icomp despite a gradual increase in current before forming. The range of tform in the SP-Pt

samples was smaller than that in the EB-Pt samples although the current levels before forming were

very similar to each other. The similarity of the current levels under different values of VS indicates

that the differences in the voltage were a few tens of µA for the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples as shown

in Fig. 5. Moreover, the small range of the current level (approximately 0.01-1 mA) before forming

in both samples is not linked with the initial cell resistance at voltages less than approximately 2 V

(including Rini), as can be seen from Fig. 5.

To obtain more insight into the variation of forming characteristics, we investigated the TDF char-

acteristics of the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells with various cell areas (Aox). When defects, which cause dielectric

breakdown or forming, are randomly distributed according to Poisson statistics in oxide thin films,

the area-scaling law using the reference area A0 can be expressed by21,26,27

W = ln









−

ln(1 − F)
Aox

A0









= β ln tform + const.

where W is the index of Weibull distribution (Weibit), F is the cumulative forming probability, and β

is the shape parameter of Weibull distribution. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the Weibits of tform under

VS of 6.6 and 6.0 V in the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples with a TiO2 thickness of 35 and 50 nm normalized

by A0 of π (100 µm/2)2 applying to the area-scaling law, respectively. Although some data points

with Weibits of less than -2 lay outside the lines in both samples, most data points followed the same

lines with different Weibull slopes (β) irrespective of the TiO2 thickness. These results indicate that

formation of the conductive filament under a constant voltage in the TiO2 layers follows weakest-link

theory. Furthermore, we can speculate the weakest spots are randomly distributed, as described by

Poisson statistics, according to the area-scaling law. From the difference between the Weibull slopes

of ∼2.5 in the SP-Pt sample and ∼1.1 in the EB-Pt sample, the variation of tform under a constant

voltage in the SP-Pt sample is smaller than that in the EB-Pt sample.
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FIG. 8. Weibits of time to forming (tform) normalized by cell sizes at a reference area (A0) of π (100 µm/2)2 in (a) the SP-Pt

sample and (b) the EB-Pt sample.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the Weibits of time to forming (tform) on the applied constant voltage (Vs) in (a) the SP-Pt samples

and (b) the EB-Pt samples.

The dependencies of the Weibits of tform on the applied constant voltage of 6-7 V are shown in

Fig. 9 (based on the same samples shown in Fig. 8). The value of tform decreased as Vs increased in

the both samples. Note that the β values of ∼2.5 in the SP-Pt samples were almost independent of the

applied voltage and these values were larger than the β of ∼1.1 in the EB-Pt samples. In our previous

work on Pt/NiO/Pt cells, the β value of ∼0.9 in SP-Pt samples was smaller than β of approximately

1.5 in the EB-Pt samples.21 Thus, the variation of tform values in the SP-Pt samples was smaller

than that in the EB-Pt samples with TiO2 layers, which is the opposite trend to the case for NiO

layers.

C. Differences in the electrical characteristics of EB-Pt and SP-Pt samples

The results of cross-sectional TEM and XRD suggest that the TiO2 layer in both samples included

granular grains of a TiO2 crystal. We can assume that the grain boundary density in the SP-Pt samples

is lower than that in the EB-Pt samples mainly because the crystallinity of the TiO2 layer in the SP-

Pt samples is better than that in the EB-Pt samples based on our in-plane XRD results. Here, we

investigated the ratio of O to Ti in the TiO2 layers in both samples by Rutherford backscattering

spectrometry (RBS). The oxygen composition x in the TiOx was 1.57 for the SP-Pt samples and 1.41

for the EB-Pt samples. Thus, TiO2 layers in the SP-Pt samples contained fewer oxygen vacancies

(VOs) than those in the EB-Pt samples, as estimated from our previous results of VO segregation at

grain-boundary triple points in resistance change oxide layers.20,28 Previous TEM energy-dispersive

X-ray mapping images of NiO layers with various oxygen compositions, have shown that more VO-

rich (O-deficient) and Ni-rich spots appear at grain-boundary triple points as the oxygen composition

decreases.28 Another reason for more oxygen vacancies in the EB-Pt samples is that the initial

resistance values before forming in the SP-Pt samples were considerably higher than those in the
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EB-Pt sample. Note that there are considerable differences of the initial cell resistance and forming

characteristics of the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples irrespective of thickness (25-70 nm) as well as the

surface roughness of Pt BE layers. Thus, the structural and electrical properties of the cells depend

on the oxygen composition of the TiO2 layers and the crystallinity of both the TiO2 and Pt BE

layers.

Next, we discuss the difference of the variation of time to forming (tform) between the SP-Pt and

EB-Pt samples. We can assume that conductive paths with minimum resistivity are created along

grain boundaries (mainly at their triple points) with nearly random orientations in the TiO2 layer.

Furthermore, the conductive filaments likely originate from the weakest defects at forming and are

created along one of the conductive paths. The multiple conductive paths naturally introduce more

candidates for conductive filaments at forming and a larger variation of the forming characteristics,

such as tform under a constant voltage stress (Fig. 7). Fewer VOs are distributed in the TiO2 layer

in the SP-Pt samples than in the EB-Pt samples; thus, the conductive paths are less pronounced in

the SP-Pt samples than in the EB-Pt samples and the variation of tform in the SP-Pt samples became

smaller than that of the EB-Pt samples.

Finally, we compared the Weibull distributions of the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells with the results of Pt/NiO/Pt

cells. In the Pt/NiO/Pt cells, the Weibull slope β under a constant voltage was independent of the

applied voltage and cell size, which was approximately 0.9 and 1.5 in the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples,

respectively. We explain this relationship with β based on the difference in the NiO crystallinities

with columnar or granular structures in NiO layers of the Pt/NiO/Pt cells in the SP-Pt samples or the

EB-Pt samples, respectively.21 The columnar structure includes less candidates of weakest defects at

forming because of fewer conductive paths along the grain boundaries than the granular structure and

therefore, the variation of tform in the SP-Pt samples is actually greater than that in the EB-Pt samples.

Conversely, in the Pt/TiO2/Pt cells, TiO2 crystal structures in both samples are commonly composed

of granular grains. As a result, the variation of tform decreases as the distribution of Rini decreases in

the Pt/TiO2/Pt cell, while the variation of tform increases as the distribution of Rini decreases in the

Pt/NiO/Pt cells as mentioned above. This clear difference might be partly attributed to different oxide

deposition modes during reactive sputtering. In the case of NiO deposition in a metallic mode, the

NiO layers react on the sample surface and the NiO crystallinity is affected by the crystallinity of the

Pt BE layers. Conversely, in the case of TiO2 deposition in an oxide mode, the effect of crystallinity

of the Pt BE layers on TiO2 layers seems to be weaker because of oxide formation at the surface of a

Ti sputtering target.29 Although TiO2 crystal structures are commonly composed of granular grains,

the differences in crystal orientations and amounts of oxygen vacancies in the TiO2 layers of the

SP-Pt samples and EB-Pt samples were caused by the crystallinity of the underlying Pt BE layers,

leading to the different forming characteristics.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the effect of TiO2 crystallinity and oxygen composition

on electrical characteristics in Pt/TiO2/Pt resistive switching cells based on Pt BE layers deposited

by two different methods. Although both the TiO2 layers exhibited granular structures in the two

sample types, based on Pt deposited by sputtering or EB evaporation, the density of oxygen vacancies

differs in each sample. We performed time-dependent forming (TDF) measurements of the Pt/TiO2/Pt

cells. The Weibull slope of time to forming was independent of the applied constant voltage, at

approximately 2.5 and 1.1 in the SP-Pt and EB-Pt samples, respectively. Furthermore, almost all

the data points of the Weibull distribution normalized by cell size fell on the same line. This result

reveals that the formation of a conductive filament in the TiO2 thin film in the forming process followed

weakest-link theory. Defects acted as the weakest spots and defects such as oxygen vacancies were

almost randomly distributed in the TiO2 thin films according to Poisson statistics. Moreover, the

variation of time to forming decreased as the distribution of the initial resistance decreased in the

two samples with TiO2 thin films with different TiO2 crystallinities, although the variation of time

to forming increased as the distribution of the initial resistance decreased in the case of the NiO

thin films. The distribution of TDF characteristics depends on both the crystallinities and oxygen

composition of the TiO2 layers because of the different deposition methods of the Pt BE layers.
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This clear difference might originate from differences in the oxide deposition mode during reactive

sputtering.
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